
NMGRA General Meeting 

September 11, 2012 

 

Present:  Phil L., Conrad S., Kelly P., Bruce S., Tony C., Keith H., Jeff L., Ken H., Craze, Marco T. 

 

Call to Order:  7:10pm 

 

Membership:   8 applications were received at Zia rodeo registration.  5 were new applicants and 3  

  were renewals.   

 

  Renewing Members:  Leslie B., Dedra S., and Melissa P. 

 

  New Members:  Kathleen G., Zane S., Labrab B., Marcus B., and Mary Jo P. 

 

  Motion to accept the new members was seconded and approved by unanimous vote. 

 

Secretary:   Minutes emailed and distributed.  Move to accept, second, approved 

 

Treasurer:   Tim not present, but provided a summary of the balances, income, outstanding 

balances, etc.  Currently have $9013.96, which does not include the money coming from 

Santa Fe. 

 

Trustee:   IGRA Membership renewal is ready to go.  Phil will email the current membership list to 

Kelly tonight (9/11/2012) to complete the paperwork.   

 

 Delegates for Convention are currently Kelly P., Arnie, Bob P., and Brian H.  We still need 

more delegates. 

 

 Last rodeo of the season will be in San Francisco. 

 

 Shelda, Marco, and Kelly did well at the MGRA rodeo in Kansas City.   

 

 Still need award recipients.  Currently City of Santa Fe is the one recipient that has been 

selected.  Suggested Lisa Gowen who has cooked and served food at our rodeos.  

Motion to recognize Lisa Gowen, second, approved.  Suggestion to nominate Jimmy, 

stock contractor, next year. 

 

Vice 

President: Still working on a third person for the ethics committee he is forming. 

 

 Discussion about the need for royalty and how to nurture and develop a strong royalty 

team again.   



 

 Kelly K., Kelly P., and Tony C will be a committee to look at the requirements.  Motion to 

approve, second, approved. 

 

 Tony would like to have a rodeo pageant, potentially with the inclusion of a royalty 

competition.  Motion to hold a party for the community to celebrate NMGRA.  Concerns 

about how to pull this off, and who will organize with the busy Fall coming up.  Conrad 

suggested doing an event as a canned food drive, perhaps at the Social Club.  Conrad 

volunteers to chair a committee and Tony will help him. 

 

Public  

Relations: Funraiser this weekend for the NMGRA group in Pecos. 

 

 Rodeo website is still up to date 

 

President: Therese said we will receive just under $8000 from the city of Santa Fe, and the “check 

is in the mail”.  All documents have been received and it is in process. 

 

Old Business: Elections -  Need two candidates for President and Vice President 

 

 Buckles – Jeff has ordered and has confirmation.  They will be shipped 10/4/2012 

 

 Budget – Keith H. has recommended setting aside $10,000, which is what we received 

from Santa Fe.  Kelly K. motioned to set aside $10,000, second………..Conrad suggested 

that we find out the cost of putting on the rodeo and set aside a percentage of that.  

Kelly K. suggested putting the money into a CD that is used in an emergency.  Kelly P. 

suggested we need to always have general operating seed money to work with.  Keith H. 

suggested we set aside $10,000, and then save a $2000 from the remaining $9,000 as 

the seed money. 

  

 First motion is to set aside $10,000, second……..approved with one against and two 

abstentions. 

 

 Second motion is give the four charities and Rodeo De Santa Fe $700 each ($3500 total), 

seconded…..Conrad suggested that we give Southwest Care Center the same $1000 they 

donated.  Keith mentioned that we have not given NMAS this kind of money in the past.  

Suggestion to give Rodeo De Santa Fe $1000.  Jeff Lowe suggested $1000 for Southwest 

Care Center, Rodeo Santa Fe, NMAS, and $500 YWCA and Horses for Heroes.  It was 

suggested that this would reflect back the level of participation.  7 For, 3 Against, 1 

Abstention.  Motion carries. 

  

New  



Business: Need to renew ziaregionalrodeo.com.  Motion to renew, second, approve 

 

 Create thank you and Christmas cards for rodeo sponsors, volunteers, etc.   

 

  September 29nd at Bosque Farms.  Need volunteers to help. 

 

Adjourn: 8:40pm 


